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The information contained in this presentation has been prepared by Trees Corporation and its affiliates (“Trees”, or the “Company”), is current as of March 15, 2022 (unless stated otherwise) and contains confidential
information pertaining to the business and operations of the Company. The information contained in this presentation: (a) is provided as at the date hereof, is subject to change without notice, and is based on
publicly available information, internally developed data as well as third party information from other sources; (b) does not purport to contain all the information that may be necessary or desirable to fully and
accurately evaluate an investment in the Company; (c) is not to be considered as a recommendation by the Company that any person make an investment in the Company; and (d) is for information purposes only and
shall not constitute an offer to buy, sell, issue or subscribe for, or the solicitation of an offer to buy, sell or issue, or subscribe for any securities in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be
unlawful. Where any opinion or belief is expressed in this presentation, it is based on certain assumptions and limitations and is an expression of present opinion or belief only. The third party information has not
been independently verified. While the Company may not have verified the third party information, it believes that it obtained the information from reliable sources and has no reason to believe it is not accurate in all
material respects. No warranties or representations can be made as to the origin, validity, accuracy, completeness, currency or reliability of the information. The Company disclaims and excludes all liability (to the
extent permitted by law), for losses, claims, damages, demands, costs and expenses of whatever nature arising in any way out of or in connection with the information in this presentation, its accuracy, completeness
or by reason of reliance by any person on any of it. This presentation should not be construed as legal, financial or tax advice to any individual, as each individual’s circumstances are different. Readers should consult
with their own professional advisors regarding their particular circumstances. In making an investment decision, investors should not rely solely on the information contained in this presentation.
This presentation does not contain all of the information that would normally appear in a prospectus under applicable Canadian securities laws. Neither the delivery of this presentation, at any time, nor any sale
made pursuant to or in connection with this presentation, will imply that the information contained in the presentation is correct as of any time subsequent to the date set forth on the cover page of the presentation
or the date at which such information is expressed to be stated, as applicable.
The recipient of this presentation is urged to review the public record of the Company, which can be accessed at www.sedar.com, the Site for Electronic Data Analysis and Retrieval maintained by the Canadian
Securities Administrators (SEDAR). This presentation should be received and considered in conjunction with the documents comprising the Company’s public record as set forth on SEDAR, including (among others)
the audited and unaudited financial statements therein, and the management’s discussion and analysis thereof.
No securities commission, exchange or similar regulatory authority in Canada has reviewed or in any way passed upon the merits of this presentation, and any representation to the contrary is an offence.
The information contained in this presentation is derived solely from management of the Company and otherwise publicly available information concerning the Company and does not purport to be all-inclusive or to
contain all the information that an investor may desire to have in evaluating whether or not to make an investment in the Company. The information has not been independently verified and is subject to material
updating, revision and further amendment, and is qualified entirely by reference to the Company’s publicly disclosed information and/or any other legal disclosure document(s). No representation or warranty,
express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Company, or any of its affiliates, directors, officers or employees as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions contained in
this presentation and no responsibility or liability is accepted by any person for such information or opinions. The Company does not undertake or agree to update this presentation or to correct any inaccuracies in,
or omissions from, this presentation that may become apparent. No person has been authorized to give any information or make any representations other than those contained in this presentation and, if given
and/or made, such information or representations must not be relied upon as having been so authorized. The information and opinions contained in this presentation are provided as at the date of this presentation.
By its receipt of this presentation, the recipient acknowledges that it has and will rely upon publicly available information relating to the Company. The contents of this presentation are not to be construed as legal,
financial or tax advice. Each prospective investor should contact his, her or its own legal adviser, independent financial adviser or tax adviser for legal, financial or tax advice.
US Disclaimer
The securities referred to in this presentation have not been and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "U.S. Securities Act") and may not be offered or sold in the United States absent
registration or an applicable exemption from the registration requirements of the U.S. Securities Act and applicable state securities laws. This presentation shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy nor
shall there be any sale of the Company’s securities in the United States or any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation or sale would be unlawful.
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Forward-Looking Information
This presentation contains “forward-looking information” within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities laws and (“forward-looking statements”). Forward-looking statements in this presentation include, but are not limited to,
statements with respect to: the Company’s business plan and strategy, development and commercialization plans and objectives, business performance, prospects and opportunities available to the Company, values and other economic
indicators and estimations. Often but not always, forward-looking statements can be identified by the use of words such as “anticipate”, “outlook”, “envisage”, “believe”, “expect”, “project”, “estimate”, “likely”, “intend”, “should”, “could”, “may”,
“might”, “target”, “plan” and other similar expressions or variations (including negative variations) of such words and phrases. Forward-looking statements are based on certain material assumptions and analysis made by the Company, and
the opinions and estimates of management as of the date such statements are made and they represent management’s best judgment based on facts and assumptions that management considers reasonable in light of its experience and
perception of historical trends, current conditions and expected future developments and other factors it believes are appropriate, and are subject to risks and uncertainties.
The material assumptions upon which forward-looking statements in this presentation are based include, among others, assumptions with respect to: commercialization, growth plans and cash flows; the completion of target
acquisitions and construction timelines; receipt and maintenance of necessary regulatory approvals and licenses; the demand for the products sold by the Company; future demand and trends in industries in which the Company may
participate; the Company’s ability to achieve expected synergies cost savings and revenue; the Company’s ability to access financing on favorable terms from time to time; the Company’s ability to protect its intellectual property rights,
including under any intellectual property license agreements, and that the Company will not infringe upon the intellectual property rights of others; the Company’s ability to source products at a reasonable cost; the Company’s ability to
attract and retain customers; the continuation of executive and operating management or the non-disruptive replacement of them on competitive terms; the regulatory environment in which the Company operates; and stable market
and general economic conditions, however this data is inherently imprecise. The Company makes no representation that reasonable business people in possession of the same information would reach the same conclusions. Although the
Company believe that the assumptions underlying forward-looking statements are reasonable, they may prove to be incorrect and the Company cannot assure that actual results will be consistent with such statements. Given these risks,
uncertainties and assumptions, you should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements or the information contained in such statements.
Whether actual results, performance or achievements will conform to the Company’s expectations and predictions is subject to a number of known and unknown risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other factors, including the
Company’s potential requirement for additional funding to develop its business and its ability to acquire such funding on commercially acceptable terms; and risks relating to the following: failure to complete target acquisitions on the
expected terms or at all; failure to receive and maintain necessary regulatory approvals and licenses; liabilities associated with acquired companies or assets; failure to achieve expected synergies, cost savings, sales, revenue and / or
EBITDA; the Company’s failure to economically commercialize its services; failure to protect the Company’s intellectual property rights; changes to the regulatory environment in which the Company operate and/or may operate; litigation
or regulatory action; the ability of the Company to obtain appropriate insurance on commercially reasonable terms; the ability of the Company to maintain all licenses and permits necessary for the Company to carry out its businesses;
delays or other problems in sourcing products; the Company’s inability to maintain or improve its competitive position; future demand and trends in sales failing to meet the Company’s expectations; the Company’s failure to retain key
personnel and hire additional personnel needed to develop its business; the Company’s failure to adequately evaluate its current business and future prospects; foreign conversion rates; changes to applicable laws of any jurisdiction in
which the Company’s operate or proposes to operate; and the Company’s business practice reputation being negatively affected by customer or user complaints or negative publicity. Readers are cautioned that the foregoing list and the
risk factors under the heading “Risk Factors” at the end of this presentation are not exhaustive. All of the forward-looking statements made in this presentation are qualified by these cautionary statements and other cautionary
statements or other factors contained herein. Although management believes that the expectations conveyed by forward-looking statements herein are reasonable based on information available on the date such forward-looking
statements are made , there can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. The Company undertakes
no obligation to update forward-looking statements if circumstances or management’s estimates or opinions should change except as required by applicable securities laws. The forward-looking statements contained herein are
presented for the purposes of assisting readers in understanding the Company's plan, objectives and goals and may not be appropriate for other purposes. The reader is cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking
statements.
These risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other factors could cause the Company’s actual results, performances, achievements and experience to differ materially from the Company’s expectations, future results, performances or
achievements expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements contained herein are presented for the purpose of assisting readers in understanding the Company’s expected financial and
operating performance and the Company’s plans and objectives, and may not be appropriate for other purposes. You should read this information with the understanding that the Company’s actual future results may be materially
different from what it expects. These forward-looking statements are expressly qualified in their entirety by this cautionary statement. The Company disclaims any obligation to update forward-looking statements, except as required by
law.
Future-Oriented Financial Information
To the extent any forward-looking statement in this presentation constitutes “future-oriented financial information” or “financial outlooks” within the meaning of applicable Canadian securities laws, such information is being provided to
demonstrate the anticipated market penetration and the reader is cautioned that this information may not be appropriate for any other purpose and the reader should not place undue reliance on such future-oriented financial
information and financial outlooks. Future-oriented financial information and financial outlooks, as with forward-looking statements generally, are, without limitation, based on the assumptions and subject to the risks set out above under
the heading “Forward Looking Information”. The Company’s actual financial position and results of operations may differ materially from management’s current expectations and, as a result, the Company’s revenue and expenses.
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WHERE WE CAME FROM

Federal
Legalization

2018

2019

ON license opp - aggressive
build out and lease
expansion

Corner Cannabis
amalgamation with
TREES and rebrand

Launch of Corner Cannabis
(St.Catharines - June)

BC - reopen 4 stores

2020

2021

COVID
Ontario halts
privatization of retail
– launches license
lottery (2 rounds)
BC stores closed
(former grey market)
and pay $1.5M in fines

2022
RESET. RENEW.

End of 2021
Trees completes RTO onto NEO
2021 Ongoing transaction costs
●
Trees Amalgamation
●
Metro Cannabis, Miraculo, Camp acquisition costs
●
Go-public transaction costs
●
Optimization of lease inventory through multiple
lease terminations
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NORTH AMERICAN
CANNABIS EVOLUTION

}

MOST PRODUCERS & SELLERS
HAVE FOCUSED ON 2 TYPES
OF CONSUMERS

100%

2012

LEGISLATION
BUILT FOR A
BINARY MARKET

RECREATIONAL
CANNABIS USERS

MEDICAL
CANNABIS USERS

(True Believers)

(End of life care)
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THE ENTIRE
“RETAIL HOUSE”

“BUDTENDER”

“DISPENSARY”

Has been designed
and constructed
around them

“DON’T
SEE/DON’T
TOUCH/DON’T
TEMPT”
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IN A DECADE,
THE CONSUMER
LANDSCAPE HAS
BLOWN UP ALMOST
COMPLETELY
Needs and values have shifted
expediently—and has placed greater
emphasis on that which we can
positively impact, particularly our
health, our homes, and our
communities.

HEALTH & WELLNESS
Breakthroughs in science and medicine
have fueled expectations that we can age
differently,especially through prevention
and by looking beyond traditional
western medicine

THE COMING OF
AGE OF GEN Z
digitally native since birth
& hyper-globally aware

2022

MILLENNIALS

BRAND PURPOSE

Consumers looking to align with
brands that support their
worldview and increasingly
voting with their pocketbooks

THE MASSIVE CLOUT
OF MILLENNIALS
Almost twice the size of Gen X, and
aware of the influence this conveys,
Millennials are the most conscious
citizens to date.
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“I don’t like the impact of
alcohol on my body”

THE OPPORTUNITY
“I care about where and how
something is grown and processed”

“I am interested in finding
deeper meditation”

CANNABIS
CURIOUS

80%*
* the total adult population who
are open to, or interested in
what cannabis can offer them,
but who are not currently
active consumers of cannabis
Driven by education,
legalization, diminishing
stigma and form factor

“Mental health is
important to me ”
“I am looking for ways to
help me sleep better”

“My friends and I rarely go to bars…
it’s just not how we socialize”

“I am looking for ways to perform
better and give myself an edge”
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Trees has planted the seeds of a movement.
Cannabis is now integral in personal wellness practices that extend beyond a rigid interpretation of medical
consumption. Consumers describe cannabis as a tool for mindfulness, relaxation, improved sleep, social connection,
and engagement via physical activities and include a holistic approach to health, psychological well-being, and selfcare.

HEALTH

Started in 2015, Trees has since evolved from being a single-purpose advocate for access to medical cannabis to
one of a handful of true legacy brands.
In 2018, cannabisMD emerged as the only non-advocacy authority voice to educate and empower consumers about
the benefits of cannabis and CBD. And in 2019, askCMD launched to help navigate the clutter and confusion of the
CBD marketplace.
Combined, the new Trees is firmly focused on how its many years of knowledge is applied. A differentiated retail
experience, combined with digital platforms that educate and amplify, unlock emerging consumer demos and need
states that allows Trees to uniquely engage the 360 cannabis consumer.
Now is our time.
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INTRODUCING TREES

a next-now cannabis
company at the intersection
of community, content
and commerce.
Integrating technology, data and
retail to unlock and capture
emerging consumer segments

cannabis
Since 2015, rapidly
expanding retail chain of
stores, currently with
locations in Ontario and B.C.

Launched in 2018,
cannabisMD is the Global
Authority for CBD and
Cannabis

Leverages digital platforms
and in-store experiences to
create a differentiated
offering appealing to broad
consumer segments

Knowledge platform for
Trees Cannabis

Significant future growth
strategy

Behavioral data gathering
per need state & niche

Physician directory and
Telehealth portal

Marketplace created to help
consumers find the right
CBD products
Powered by a proprietary
recommendation engine
utilizes AI, customer-input
data, verified lab results,
and input from medical
doctors to surface products

Trees is party to an asset purchase agreement with 1015712 BC Ltd. (“101”) dated January 26, 2021 (the “101 Agreement”), pursuant to which Trees has agreed to acquire up to eight retail cannabis stores in the province of British
Columbia, including five existing stores currently operated by 101, subject to the receipt by of all requisite licenses and approvals from provincial regulators. The BC stores that are referenced in this presentation refer to stores subject
to the 101 Agreement and, as the date of this presentation, are not currently owned or operated by Trees. Closing of the transactions contemplated by the 101 Agreement is subject to customary closing conditions, including the
receipt necessary regulatory licenses and consents. Forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and assumptions – see “Forward-Looking Information” on page 3 of this presentation and “Risk Factors” on page 24 of this
presentation.
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THE OTHER 80%
GROWTH IN THE LEGAL
CANNABIS MARKET IS
COMING FROM EMERGING
CONSUMER SEGMENTS

🇺🇸
$34B

$29B
$25B

Seeking trusted and
authoritative advice

🇨🇦

Assistance for those who
are new to cannabis.

$9.9B
$8.1B
$6.5B

Source: BDSA

2022

2023

2024

2022

2023

2024

The above-noted sales growth projections constitute future-oriented financial information and financial outlook and are subject to various risks and assumptions. See "Forward-Looking Information" and "Future-Oriented
Financial Information" on page 3 of this presentation.
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Trees Uniquely Supports the 360 Cannabis Consumer

True Believer

Alternative Relief
Seekers

Chief Health Officer
Mom

Healthy Agers

Experience Collectors

Gen BlaZé

Older & Bolder

Demos

Male 30-50
Average income
Above average
education

M/F 50s-70s
Average Income
Above average education

Female 30-45
Educated, Above average
HHI (but lots of pressure
on it)

M/F 45-60
More affluent, educated
Late Boomers and Gen X

M/F 25-40
HHI average ( but catching
up to GenX)

M/F LDA-25

F60+
Most upscale segment
of all, thanks to
accumulated wealth

Most defining
trait

The mainstay of the
market today

Led the way when it came
to legalization

Number one concern is
health for themselves & their
family and seeking
alternative solutions to
supplement or replace
traditional medicine

Believes, to some extent,
that the aging process can
be thwarted through
proactivity

Some shifted away from
alcohol and bar culture in
general. Much more likely to
entertain at home – key ritual
is ”the pre game”

Still defining themselves
as adults

While she has come to
accept the inevitability
of aging, she still fights it

Tend to find cannabis as a
last resort for diseases like
cancer and a range of
chronic ailments

Often feel they have run out
of options through
physicians or other avenues

Cannabis
attitude

Cannabis
purchase
behaviour

I’ve known forever that it
is a great thing and
harmless if consumed
properly

If it works I will take it

I prefer it to alcohol for
most occasions, and no
beer belly!

I don’t necessarily trust
the medical establishment.
They’ve known the benefits
of cannabis forever but
instead they prescribed
opiates

Most valuable customer
today

Ailment-driven. Efficacy is
the only thing that matters

Rely on classics, but
open to exploring new
strains and accessories

I’m interested in anything
that will benefit me and my
family and I have heard that
cbd in particular is safe and
has incredible properties

Fitness and diet are key
areas of focus

I think that if I take a
holistic approach I won’t
age like my parents aged

Cannabis is no different from
alcohol, it’s just that it’s been
treated differently

50 is the new 30

I believe cannabis can be
used safely for all sorts of
things including sports and
mental health

High interested in how
cannabis’ varieties and
forms might be able to help
them

Interested in exploring all
form factors

I want to know what my
children are consuming
May have tried products
recommended by friends or
family, e.g. gummies
Finds cannabis stores offputting. Needs peer group
endorsement and validation
by sources she respects

Conscious consumers on
multiple fronts

Need research and science
validation

Interested in sustainability
and provenance

Truly digitally native, they
were practically born with
smartphones in their
hands

She is empowered by her
age and experience and
genuinely feels free to
take more risks - and try
new things

I find it hard to believe this
was illegal only a few
years ago... What’s all the
fuss is about?

I find the idea of trying
cannabis a bit exciting –
what have I got to lose?

Knowledge level is low

Remove the feeling that
she is shopping for
something illicit.

Educational needs are
high, especially around
responsible consumption

People see me as ‘the old
lady with grey hair’ but I
was in college in the 60’s
and 70’s…

Customer service is
hugely important
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NEAR TERM
TRANSFORMATION &
ORGANIC GROWTH
Focus on optimizing existing
assets and integrating with
acquired platforms and
knowledge will drive
accelerated growth in 2023
The completion of construction of any new stores or the acquisition
of existing stores by Trees is subject to several conditions and
uncertainties, including, but not limited to, the identification of
appropriate store locations, the negotiation of new leases or
purchase agreements, as applicable, and the execution of definitive
documentation setting out the terms of such lease or acquisition,
which will be subject to the satisfaction of customary closing
conditions, including obtaining applicable regulatory licenses and
approvals. Forward-looking statements are subject to various risks
and assumptions – see “Forward-Looking Information” on page 3 of
this presentation and “Risk Factors” on page 24 of this
presentation.

Q222

Q422

CONSUMER
ANALYTICS

Minimal

Defined Segments

EDUCATION
RESOURCES

Minimal to None

cannabisMD library of
trusted content

Inconsistent

Inviting/ Warm

EXTERIOR
LOOK

White Windows/Cold

Urgent/Celebrate

STAFF
TRAINING

Budtender

cannabisMD certified
Guides

Unclear

Highly Differentiated

INSTORE

BRAND
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OPEN NOW

FAST-GROWING
RETAIL FOOTPRINT

5
8
-Open Now includes currently operating stores plus 1 store in Ontario scheduled to open in July and 1 store acqusition in Ontario scheduled in July.
-Trees is party to an asset purchase agreement with 1015712 BC Ltd. (“101”) dated January 26, 2021 (the “101 Agreement”), pursuant to which Trees has agreed to acquire up to eight retail cannabis stores in the province of British
Columbia, including five existing stores currently operated by 101, subject to the receipt by of all requisite licenses and approvals from provincial regulators. The BC stores that are referenced in this presentation refer to stores subject
to the 101 Agreement and, as the date of this presentation, are not currently owned or operated by Trees. Closing of the transactions contemplated by the 101 Agreement is subject to customary closing conditions, including the
receipt necessary regulatory licenses and consents. Forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and assumptions – see “Forward-Looking Information” on page 3 of this presentation and “Risk Factors” on page 26 of this
presentation.
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ELIMINATING BARRIERS
TO ENTRY, LITERALLY
Stop hiding behind white, blocked
windows. Trees creates urgency and
“instagram ready” moments for
consumers with our windows
We amplify and celebrate local
artists in our community on a
rotating basis.
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A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE
IS IN-STORE
Community-focused
200+ SKU’s
Loyalty APP
In Store Programming
Virtual and in-person seminars
Exclusive products - creating
urgency to get what’s next, now
cannabisMD Navigator QR codes
Knowledge center provides easy
access for consumers
- Needs include: Sleep,
Menopause, Relax, Rise,
Inspire, Calm, Support

Trust and authority
in Trees locations
with the exclusive
cannabisMD
certification for all
guides
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ELIMINATING
BARRIERS –
CREATING A MORE
INCLUSIVE SOCIAL
EXPERIENCE

From this

To this
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ELIMINATING BARRIERS – CREATING OUR BRAND NARRATIVE FOR PRODUCTS
From this
Online Menu
Icons Everybody Else

To this
Our custom
Trees Menu
Icons
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ELIMINATING BARRIERS – CUSTOM ICONS CREATE NARRATIVE IN-STORE
Visual identity on all product signage unique to Trees

From this menu

To this menu
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TREES KNOWLEDGE
PLATFORM

Recreational/Medical
Medical
None

The only safe platform for curious
consumers exploring the health and
wellness attributes of cannabis and CBD
No Smoke, No Stigma, No ‘Weed’
Telehealth and Directory Powered by Trust and Authority
Unlocking Consumer Behavior
proprietary data and analytics that delivers
precision knowledge of the consumer
journey of education to conversion

Expanding U.S. legalization creates interest and gives
consumers permission to explore potential benefits
https://mjbizdaily.com/map-of-us-marijuana-legalization-by-state/

WIP
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ALL ORIGINAL CONTENT POWERED
BY TRUST AND AUTHORITY

Content that is unbiased and
authoritative – a time-tested, proven
strategy for cultural Leadership.
All original content (articles,
podcasts, video and more) is from a
mix of respected experts including
doctors, nurses, veterinarians and
experienced cannabis journalists.

Dr. June Chin
DO

Dr. Lynn Moreski,
MD

Dr. Jordan Tishler
MD

Dr. Ron Schefdore
DMD

Dr. Mary Clifton
MD

K. Astre
Journalist
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PHYSICIAN DIRECTORY & TELEHEALTH
A Platform for Patients to Consult with Doctors
and Make Decisions on Medical Cannabis

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Interactive doctor finder
Physician Directory / Microsites
Book A Consultation / Appointment
Telemedicine / Video Conferencing
Information / Knowledge Base
Secure Patient Portal
Shop / Affiliate Component
Compliant Architecture
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WIP

REACHING AUDIENCES
AT SCALE WITH
ORIGINAL CONTENT

Over 120M Reach
in 2 weeks

Over 61M Reach
in 1 week

1 Billion Media Impressions
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CBD MARKETPLACE CLUTTER AND CONFUSION

Consumers are
searching for
informed and
intelligent product
recommendations
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IN

BE

TA

MARKETPLACE
Safe and secure CBD Shop powered by the
authority of cannabisMD
Up to 50% commissions on any products
purchased on partner websites in the U.S.
Ability to custom skim for tele-health
practitioners
Quiz-style system guides consumers with a
custom experience
FUTURE: cannabisMD SEAL of approval for
products and services
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PURPOSE DRIVEN AND
MISSION FOCUSED
MATTERS TO CONSUMERS
Trees supports various charitable
organizations in local communities

72%

Of consumers say they feel it
is more important than ever
that the companies they buy
from reflect their values.
4X more likely to purchase
6X more likely to protect that brand in a
challenging moment
4.5X times more likely to recommend the
brand to friends and family
4.1X more likely to trust the brand.

Source: Strength of Purpose, Zeno Group
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2022 GROWTH STRATEGY
Accelerates Growth Through Consolidation

Integrating technology,
data and retail to unlock
and capture new
consumer segments

With the larger operators constrained by Ontario growth
limitations, Trees seeks to fill the growing gap in the
acquisition market with quality liquid paper as a currency to
acquire only the best and most profitable stores and
businesses from among a substantial inventory of
opportunities prevalent in the current market.

Launch of cannabisMD Telehealth
and Directory across U.S. and Canada
Scale askCMD marketplace across U.S. and in-store

The above-noted sales growth projections constitute future-oriented financial information and financial outlook and are subject to various risks and assumptions. See "Forward-Looking Information" and "FutureOriented Financial Information" on page 3 of this presentation.
The completion of construction of any new stores or the acquisition of existing stores by Trees is subject to several conditions and uncertainties, including, but not limited to, the identification of appropriate store
locations, the negotiation of new leases or purchase agreements, as applicable, and the execution of definitive documentation setting out the terms of such lease or acquisition, which will be subject to the satisfaction
of customary closing conditions, including obtaining applicable regulatory licenses and approvals. Forward-looking statements are subject to various risks and assumptions – see “Forward-Looking Information” on page
3 of this presentation and “Risk Factors” on page 24 of this presentation.
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PROVEN LEADERSHIP

MICHAEL KLEIN
CEO

JEFF HOLMGREN
President & CFO

Award Winning Culture & Digital
Innovation Leader
• Former CEO, Miraculo Inc.
• Former EVP, Content MTV
• Former EVP, Development &
Content Strategy, Condé Nast
Entertainment
• Former Head of Programming for
TLC, Travel Channel & SundanceTV

Deep knowledge and experience in
multi-store retail
• Former CFO of NewLeaf Cannabis
• Public capital market experience with
over $1 billion of debt and capital raised
• Chartered Professional Accountant
with over 20 years of public and private
experience in oil & gas, services and
retail

RICHARD LAERMER
Communications
Strategy
• Award Winning Author
• Founder, RLM PR

DR. JUNE CHIN
Medical Advisor

EVETTE STOBO
People Strategy

Integrative Cannabis Physician
• Founder, MedLeafRx
•. Education: Cornell, Harvard, NYU

FRANCESCA PAQUETTE
Retail Operations
FERRON LUNDRIGAN
Retail Strategy

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MICHAEL KLEIN CEO
JEFF HOLMGREN PRESIDENT & CFO
FRASER CLARKE CHAIRMAN

G. SCOTT PATERSON INDEPENDENT
CAMPBELL BECHER INDEPENDENT
LISA DEA INDEPENDENT
JAMES WARD INDEPENDENT

JODIE RUBEL
Controllor
JACQUELINE BURKE
Government & Compliance
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RISK FACTORS
Risk Factors
When used in this Risk Factors section, references to “Trees” refer to Trees Corporation, or any affiliate thereof. Any references in the following Risk Factors section to terms such as “we”, “our” or “us” is meant to apply to Trees in the
particular circumstance in which such terms are used.
Risk Factors that could cause actual results, performance or achievement to differ materially from those indicated in the forward-looking statements include, but are not limited to the risk factors disclosed in Trees’ most recently filed
management information circular posted on SEDAR and the following: general economic conditions and global events including the continued spread of COVID-19 and its impact on Trees’ business; Trees’ limited operating history; Trees’
actual financial position and results of operations may differ materially from the expectations of Trees’ management; Trees’ officers, directors and promoters control a large percentage of Trees’ issued and outstanding shares and such
individuals may have the ability to control matters affecting Trees and its business; there is no assurance that Trees will turn a profit or generate immediate revenues; Trees faces competition from other companies where it will conduct
business that may have higher capitalization, more experienced management or may be more mature as a business; protection of intellectual property is a significant aspect of Trees’ future success; Trees may become subject to
litigation, which may have a material adverse effect on Trees’ reputation, business, results from operations and financial condition; transportation risks could have an adverse effect on the financial conditions and results of operations of
Trees; Trees’ actual financial position and results of operations may differ materially from the expectations of Trees’ management; there is no assurance that Trees will turn a profit or generate immediate revenues; Trees faces
competition from other companies where it will conduct business that may have higher capitalization, more experienced management or may be more mature as a business; Trees may not be able to successfully identify and execute
future acquisitions or dispositions; Trees’ ability to obtain and retain necessary licences and permits; changes in laws, regulations and guidelines; compliance with laws; if Trees is unable to attract and retain key personnel, it may not be
able to compete effectively in the cannabis market; the size of Trees’ target market is difficult to quantify, and investors will be reliant on their own estimates on the accuracy of market data; Trees’ industry is experiencing rapid growth
and consolidation that may cause Trees to lose key relationships and intensify competition; Trees could be liable for fraudulent or illegal activity by its employees, contractors and consultants resulting in significant financial losses to
claims against Trees; Trees will be reliant on information technology systems and may be subject to damaging cyber-attacks; Trees may be subject to breaches of security at its facilities; Trees’ officers and directors may be engaged in a
range of business activities resulting in conflicts of interest; in certain circumstances, Trees’ reputation could be damaged; Trees’ need for additional financing; if Trees has a material weakness in our internal controls over

financial reporting, investors could lose confidence in the reliability of our financial statements, which could result in a decrease in the value of our securities; market price of Trees shares and volatility; liquidity

and additional financing risks; risks relating to our suppliers; product recalls; product liability; Cannabis prices; and risk of associated with past Illegal conduct of 101; the ability for Trees to successfully integrate the
cannabisMD and askCMD business segments into the overall Trees business and organizational structure; and unforeseen risks and expenses relating to the integration of cannabisMD and askCMD into the overall Trees
business and organization structure.
These risks and uncertainties are not the only ones facing the Trees. Additional risks and uncertainties not presently known to Trees or currently deemed immaterial by Trees, may also impair the operations of Trees. If any such risks
actually occur, shareholders of Trees could lose all or part of their investment and the business, financial condition, liquidity, results of operations and prospects of Trees could be materially adversely affected and the ability of Trees to
implement its growth plans could be adversely affected. The acquisition of any of the securities of Trees is speculative, involving a high degree of risk and should be undertaken only by persons whose financial resources are sufficient to
enable them to assume such risks and who have no need for immediate liquidity in their investment. An investment in the securities of Trees should not constitute a major portion of an individual’s investment portfolio and should only be
made by persons who can afford a total loss of their investment. Investors should evaluate carefully the following risk factors associated with Trees’ securities, along with the risk factors described elsewhere in this presentation.
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